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Abstract. UML 2 interactions describe system behavior over time in a declarative way. The standard approach to defining their formal semantics enumerates
traces of events; other representation formats, like Büchi automata or prime event
structures, have been suggested, too. We describe another, more succinct format,
interaction structures, which is based on asymmetric event structures. It simplifies
the integration of real time, and complex operators like alt and break, and leads
to an efficient semantic representation of interactions. We provide the formalism,
and a prototypical implementation highlighting the benefits of our approach.

1 Introduction
Among the many languages defined in UML 2, interactions are among the most widely
used [2,3]. They describe system behavior over time in a declarative way, focusing on
the message exchange between instances. Thus, interactions are well-suited to specify
temporal constraints. A sample UML 2 interaction is shown in Fig. 1 below.
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Fig. 1. A first example of a UML 2 interaction. Time constraints are highlighted in red, explanations of UML concepts are shown blue.

Equipped with a suitable formal semantics, UML 2 interactions can be used for rigorous analysis of system specifications, in particular, checking the consistency between
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different parts of a specification. In the context of run-time verification and online checking, it is particularly interesting whether a given interaction specifying a system’s behavior is temporally sound. More precisely, are the temporal constraints logically consistent? Do they hold for a given trace? Do they hold for all traces?
Existing formal semantics for UML 2 interactions such as [14] already allow to answer such questions, though only in theory: simply compute the set of all traces and
check for emptiness of the set (logical consistency) or inclusion of the target trace. So,
clearly, we can decide the above consistency questions for all finite traces in principle.
However, due to the existence of interaction operators like par, the number of traces is
exponential in the size of the interaction, so we would have to enumerate a very large
set of traces before we can answer the questions raised above. Clearly, this approach is
of little practical value.
Unfortunately, all existing semantics that include real time and the interaction operators (which distinguish UML 2 from UML 1 interactions) suffer from this limitation
(or use an exponentially sized semantic representation of the interaction to begin with).
In contrast, the approach presented in this paper introduces a novel semantic representation that represents the set of all traces of an interaction in a format that grows linearly
in the size of the underlying interaction. It allows to check whether a concrete run
complies with an interaction and its temporal constraints, and it can be implemented
efficiently, with very modest effort. This is reminiscent of the way binary decision diagrams (BDDs) improved model checking of propositional logic formulas.
Synopsis. After discussing related work in Sect. 2, we summarize the sub-language of
UML 2 interactions that we consider in Sect. 3. Our format of symbolic representations
of these interactions is introduced in Sect. 4, where we also discuss the resulting traces
and the translation of UML 2 interactions into a symbolic representation. In Sect. 5, we
give an overview of our prototypical implementation and its performance. We conclude
and discuss future work in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work
A comprehensive survey of UML 2 interaction semantics is found in [9]. Among other
things, the transition from UML 1 to UML 2 introduced a novel semantics for interactions, which is why the first investigations of UML 2 interactions [14,13] focused
on understanding and interpreting the standard document. Since the UML specification
informally suggests that the meaning of interactions are sets of sequences of so-called
“interaction occurrences”, this is what the first semantics defined formally.
While this point of view was well-suited to understand and formalize the prose specification of UML 2, it is less-well suited for the analysis of interactions and their possible
traces, since interactions give rise to an exponential number of traces. The same problem is encountered by approaches using an automata-based representation (e.g., [7]),
as they need to encode traces in states, which again leads to an exponential number
of states. The declarative representation we propose in this paper, on the other hand,
encodes UML 2 interaction as sets of constraints whose size is linear in the size of
the interaction. Furthermore, it allows to include real-time annotations seamlessly. It
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is suitable for checking whether a given trace of time-stamped events is a valid trace
according to the interaction without having to compute all its possible traces.
An approach similar to ours has first been pursued by Küster-Filipe [8]. While KüsterFilipe employed prime event structures, we propose to use a format inspired by asymmetric event structures [1], which yields a more compact symbolic representation by
avoiding duplications that are required when using prime event structures. At the same
time, asymmetric event structures also allow us to integrate UML 2’s break operator for
breaking scenarios, an important practical scenario not covered by Küster-Filipe.
There is a rich body of work on timed Message Sequence Diagrams and timed
UML 1 interactions, but there are only three approaches to study timed UML 2 interactions according to [9]. None of these has been implemented; in contrast, we do present
a prototypical implementation for checking the conformance of timed traces w.r.t. an
interaction, and discuss its performance.
There have also been other approaches that focus on different aspects of interactions.
For model checking against the automaton-based specification format of UML 2 state
machines, a representation of an interaction as an additional observer Büchi automaton
is a closer fit [7]; also, the relation of interactions to safety and liveness properties
can be expressed when using Büchi automata [4]. For testing, a representation as a
structured composite graph makes the decision structure more transparent, which can
be used to derive test data [10]. For studying the concurrency inherent in an interaction,
the use of (prime) event structures, a denotational framework for true concurrency, [8]
or lattices [5] turned out to be fruitful.

3 UML 2 Interactions
The main building block is the basic interaction, which represents orderings of so-called
“occurrence specifications” directly, as a partial order. An occurrence specification captures that an event (like the sending or receiving of a message) happens on an instance
partaking in the interaction; the ordering relations define the sequences in which these
events may happen. Basic interactions form an “interaction fragment” that may be combined by the “interaction operators” strict (strict sequential composition), seq (lifelinewise sequential composition), par (parallel composition), alt (alternative composition),
break (aborting composition), and ref (including a named interaction). Additionally, all
fragments may be equipped with timing constraints. For later reuse by ref, interaction
fragments can be given a name.
We assume three primitive, finite domains for instances I, messages M, and interaction names N . We always assume that all identifiers of occurrence specifications are
globally unique. An occurrence specification is of the form o : τ , where o is the identifier of the occurrence specification and τ is its type. The type of an occurrence specification is of one of the forms SND(s, r , m) or RCV (s, r , m), representing the dispatch
and the arrival of message m from sender instance s to receiver instance r , respectively.
The set O comprises all occurrence specifications over I and M. For an o : τ ∈ O, we
write τ (o) for τ .
A basic interaction B is given by a directed acyclic graph (O , →) with O = ∅ and
O ⊆ O a finite, non-empty set of occurrence specifications such that the identifiers of
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the occurrence specifications in O are all different, and → ⊆ O × O such that the
reflexive-transitive closure of → on O forms a partial order. The abstract syntax of our
fragment of UML 2 interactions is given by the grammar in Fig. 2.
TimingConstraint  Γ ::=
|
Interaction  I ::=
InteractionFragment  T ::=
CombinedFragment  CF ::=
|

o2 − o1  d |   d
true | Γ1 ∧ Γ2 | Γ1 ∨ Γ2
sd(name, T )
B | CF | tmconstr(T , Γ )
strict(T1 , T2 ) | seq(T1 , T2 ) | par(T1 , T2 )
alt(T1 , T2 ) | break(T1 , T2 ) | ref(name)

Fig. 2. Abstract syntax of timed interactions: o1 , o2 ∈ O,  ∈ {<, ≤, ≥, >}, and d ∈ Q≥0 ; B
ranges over the basic interactions, name over the interaction names N

For expressing timing constraints, we use clauses of the form Γ specified in Fig. 2.
Intuitively, a timing constraint o2 − o1  d means that the difference in time between
any occurrence of an event conforming to o2 and any event conforming to o1 is bounded
by d w.r.t. to the relation . A timing constraint   d means that the duration of the
interaction fragment to which this timing constraint is attached is bounded by d w.r.t.
to . Furthermore, true represents the timing constraint that is always true, and Γ1 ∧
Γ2 and Γ1 ∨ Γ2 respectively mean the conjunctive and disjunctive combination of the
timing constraints Γ1 and Γ2 . Though we have restricted ourselves to binary relations
over occurrence specifications, this language can be extended easily for correlating an
arbitrary number of occurrence specifications.
Example 1. Consider the following UML 2 interaction diagram:
sd ex

A

B
ring

seq

a

b

≥2

rang
c

d

≤4

bang
e

f

In the abstract syntax, this is represented by sd(ex, tmconstr(seq(tmconstr(B1 , T1 ),
B2 ), T2 )) with basic interaction B1 and B2 , and timing constraints T1 and T2 given by
B1 = ({
{

c

: SND(A, B, ring), b : RCV (A, B, ring),
: SND(A, B, rang), d : RCV (A, B, rang)},

a

→

a

b

,

c

→

d

,

a

→

B2 = ({ : SND(A, B, bang),
T1 = d − b ≥ 2 ,
e

T2 =

d

−

b

≤4.

f

c

,

b

→

d

}) ,

: RCV (A, B, bang)}, {

e

→

f

}) ,
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The language of interactions can be extended by introducing syntactical abbreviations like, e.g., a finite upper-bounded loop(k , T ) setting
loop(1, T ) ≡ T
loop(k + 1, T ) ≡ alt(T , seq(T ρ1 , loop(k , T ρ2 )))

where the renamings ρ1 with ρ1 (o) = seq.o and ρ2 with ρ2 (o) = loop.o, written in
postfix notation, introduce consistently new names for the occurrence specifications of
T.

4 Symbolic Representation of UML 2 Interactions
According to the UML 2 standard, (timed) UML 2 interactions describe “emergent
behavior” [12], i.e., UML 2 interactions can be considered to specify which traces of
events are allowed (or disallowed) to be observed from an implemented system. The
occurrence specifications of a UML 2 interaction express the possible events. On the
one hand, the orderings of these occurrence specifications, be they directly given by
a basic interaction, or be they expressed by the interaction operators strict, seq, or par,
restrict the possible sequences of events. On the other hand, compositions of interaction
fragments via alt and break specify choices between different sequences. Usages of ref
merely correspond to macro expansions. Finally, the timing constraints restrict timing
distances between events for the occurrence specifications.
Formally, a (timed) event e = τ, t consists of two parts: the type τ of an occurrence
specification, saying whether it is a sending or receiving event, for which message, and
between which instances; and the time point t ∈ R≥0 at which it occurs. We write τ (e)
for τ , and t (e) for t . We say that an event e conforms to an occurrence specification o,
if τ (e) = τ (o). A sequence of events e1 e2 . . . ek is a trace if t (e1 ) ≤ t (e2 ) ≤ . . . ≤
t (ek ).
We now want to capture the prescriptions mandated by a UML 2 interaction in a symbolic format that succinctly expresses the requirements on what the allowed traces of
(timed) events are. We call this format an interaction structure of a UML 2 interaction.
Such an interaction structure (O , R, X , Θ) consists of the following components:
– a finite set of occurrence specifications O ; it specifies all the occurrence specifications for which events are allowed to be observed: in a trace e1 . . . ek , all events
ei have to conform to one of the occurrence specifications in O . However, there
may be several choices for conformance and we have to provide an injective map
λ : {e1 , . . . , ek } → O with τ (e) = τ (λ(e)) for all e ∈ {e1 , . . . , ek } in order to fix
which event represents which occurrence specification.
– a binary relation R ⊆ O × O specifying a causality relation over O , i.e., a partial
ordering on O . This relation says in which order the events conforming to O are
allowed to occur, if they occur at all: if for a trace e1 . . . ek the events ei and ej with
i ≤ j shall represent the occurrence specifications oi and oj in O , then it must not
be the case that oj R oi in the partial order R generated by R.
– a binary relation X ⊆ O × O specifying an R-compatible inhibition relation over O ,
i.e., an irreflexive relation (R,X ) ⊆ O × O with o2 (R,X ) o3 iff there is an o1 ∈ O
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with o1 R o2 and (o1 , o3 ) ∈ X . This relation expresses which events inhibit others:
if o1 (R,X ) o2 , then an event e representing the occurrence specification o1 excludes
events conforming to o2 from occurring after e in a trace.
– a timing constraint Θ, which is a conjunctive or disjunctive combination of timing
constraints of the form true or o2 − o1  d ; it says which timing conditions the
time-stamps of events have to obey (where duration constraints of the form   d
are reduced to combinations of occurrence constraints).
For the traces of an interaction structure (O , R, X , Θ), we require that before each
event on the trace a maximal, consistent set of events w.r.t. to R, X , and Θ occurs: All
the causes of the event w.r.t. the causality relation R which are not present on the trace
have to be excluded by the inhibition relation (R,X ) , and all timing constraints from
Θ have to be satisfied for the chosen events; see Sect. 4.1.
Example 2. Consider the following UML 2 interaction diagram:
A

B

alt

≤1
ring
a

b

bang
c

d

The traces of events allowed by this interaction are of one of the following two forms:
SND (A, B, ring), t1
SND (A, B, bang), t3

RCV (A, B, ring), t2

t1 , t2 ∈ R≥0 , t2 − t1 ≤ 1 ;
RCV (A, B, bang), t4 , t3 , t4 ∈ R≥0 .
,

The requirements on the occurrence specifications themselves are: a is ordered before
b , and c before d ; either the upper operand can be observed, i.e., a and b occur,
or the lower operand can be observed, i.e., c and d occur; at most a single time unit
elapses between a and b . We can express these requirements by the following interaction structure:
O ={a, b, c, d},
R={a → b, c →

d

X ={

d

a
c

Θ=

b




−

a

c
a

,
,

a
d




a

},
,
,

b
c




c
b

,
,

b
d




,
b },
d

≤1,

where we write o  o  for a pair (o, o  ) ∈ X . Relation R requires that a only may
be observed before b , and that c may only be observed before d . The interpretation
of X is that an observation of a or b must not be followed by an observation of c
or d in the future, and, symmetrically, that the observation of c or d must not be
followed by an observation of a or b in the future. In combination, R and X say that
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an observation of b not only cannot be followed by an observation of c or d but must
be preceded by an observation of a , since a → b , and not a  b .
Thus the following non-empty sequences of occurrence specifications conform to
both the ordering constraints R and the inhibition constraints X :
a

,

a

b

,

c

,

c

d

.

Generally, we would require that either the upper or the lower operand are observed
completely, which then only leaves a b and c d .
For taking into account the timing constraints, we look for all traces of events for
which we can find a bijective labeling from the set of events in the trace to a sequence of
occurrence specifications conforming to the interaction structure such that the concrete
time-stamps of the events satisfy the conditions of the timing constraints. For a b this
results in
SND (A, B, ring), t1

RCV (A, B, ring), t2

t1 , t2 ∈ R≥0 ,

,

t2 − t1 ≤ 1

using the labeling λ( SND (A, B, ring), t1 ) = a (both the event and the occurrence
specification have the same type), and λ( RCV (A, B, ring), t2 ) = b . Similarly, c d
yields
SND (A, B, bang), t3

RCV (A, B, bang), t4

,

t1 , t2 ∈ R≥0

using the labeling λ( SND (A, B, bang), t3 ) = c and λ( RCV (A, B, bang), t4 ) = d ;
here the timing constraint Θ = b − a ≤ 1 is satisfied, since the labeling does not
mention a and b .
For an interaction structure S = (O , R, X , Γ ), we write O (S ), R(S ), X (S ), and
Γ (S ) for O , R, X , and Γ , respectively.
The format of interaction structures is inspired by the notion of prime event structures (E , ≤, ), where E is a set of events, ≤ ⊆ E × E is a partial order describing the causal relationship of events, and is an irreflexive, symmetric binary relation
⊆ E × E , specifying which events are in conflict with each other [11]. In a configuration C ⊆ E of the prime event structure, all causes of each event have to be present
and any two events must not be in conflict.
Küster-Filipe [8] has suggested to capture a UML 2 interaction as a prime event structure, where its (partial) executions correspond to the configurations of the prime event
structure. However, when expressing alt by the symmetric conflict relation of a prime
event structure, it is necessary to duplicate all future events: Consider strict(alt( a , b ),
T ), where a and b represent basic interactions of a single occurrence specification;
here, a and b are in conflict. If all occurrence specifications of the interaction fragment T get a and b as their causes, no configuration containing a or b could also
contain any occurrence specification from T , since then also all the causes of this occurrence specification, which are both a and b , would have to be present, which is
impossible. Thus, the occurrence specifications of T are duplicated and one copy gets
only a as its cause, the other copy b .
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We circumvent this duplication process by using the notion of asymmetric conflicts
taken from asymmetric event structures [1]. There, conflicts are expressed by weak
causes saying that if an event e is a weak cause for another event e  and both events e
and e  occur in a configuration then e has to precede e  ; in fact, if e  also would be a
weak cause for e, then e and e  could not occur simultaneously in one configuration. In
our approach, we rely exclusively on such weak causes, i.e., both R and X of an interaction structure (O , R, X , Θ) are interpreted in this way. This makes the presentation
more uniform, though at the expense of requiring that all possible weak causes of an
occurrence specification have to be present in a trace.
4.1 Traces of an Interaction Structure
For an interaction structure (O , R, X , Θ), we now define its traces of events following
the recipe of the last example. We proceed in two steps: First, we define all sequences
of occurrence specifications (not events) that are allowed by the interaction structure.
Then we take the timing constraints into account and define the traces of (O , R, X , Θ).
For the first step, let o1 . . . ok be a sequence of different occurrence specifications
with {o1 , . . . , ok } ⊆ O . Let R be the partial order relation generated by R through
taking the reflexive, transitive closure of R on O , and let (R,X ) be the inhibition
relation generated from R and X by taking the upwards closure of X w.r.t. R . We say
that o1 . . . ok conforms to the ordering constraints R and the inhibition constraints X
if for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k the occurrence specification oj is a minimal element of the partial
order (Oj , R ∩ (Oj × Oj )) with
Oj = O \ ({o1 , . . . , oj −1 } ∪ {o ∈ O | ∃1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1 . oi (R,X ) o}) .
The sequence of occurrence specifications o1 . . . ok is allowed by (O , R, X , Θ) if
it conforms to R and X and is maximal w.r.t. conformance, i.e., there is no o ∈ O \
{o1 , . . . , ok } such that also o1 . . . ok o conforms to R and X .
Example 3. Consider the following interaction structure (O , R, X , true) (where we
omit the occurrence specification types):
O ={a,

,

b

R={a →
X ={c 

c

,

,
a ,

b

d

},
→


c
c

},
b , d 

d

a

,



d

b

}.

Here, every sequence of occurrence specifications allowed by (O , R, X , Θ) must not
show a or b after c or d . On the other hand, b c is not allowed, since a → b , i.e.,
b is not a minimal element of R . By the maximality condition, the allowed sequences
of occurrence specifications are:
c

d

,

a

c

d

,

a

b

c

d

.

For the second step, taking the timing constraints Θ into account, let e1 . . . ek
be a trace of events. We say that e1 . . . ek conforms to a sequence of occurrence
specifications o1 . . . ol allowed by (O , R, X , Θ) via a function λ : {e1 , . . . , ek } →
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{o1 , . . . , ol } if λ is bijective and τ (e) = τ (λ(e)) for all e ∈ {e1 , . . . , en }; we call
such a function a labeling. Now, let e1 . . . ek conform to o1 . . . ol via the labeling λ.
The trace of events e1 . . . ek satisfies a time constraint o2 − o1  d w.r.t. λ if either
{λ(e) | e ∈ {e1 , . . . , ek }} = {o1 , o2 }, i.e., at least one of the occurrence specifications mentioned by the timing constraint is not covered by the trace of events; or if
t (λ−1 (o2 )) − t (λ−1 (o1 ))  d , i.e., the time difference between the events representing
o2 and o1 , respectively, is bounded by d w.r.t.  (with its usual meaning on the real
numbers). The trace satisfies a time constraint Θ1 ∧ Θ2 w.r.t. λ if it satisfies both Θ1
and Θ2 w.r.t. λ; and it satisfies a time constraint Θ1 ∨ Θ2 w.r.t. λ if it satisfies Θ1 or Θ2
w.r.t. λ.
Summing up, a trace of events e1 . . . ek satisfies the interaction structure (O , R, X ,
Θ) if there is a sequence of occurrence specifications o1 . . . ol allowed by (O , R, X , Θ)
such that e1 . . . ek conforms to o1 . . . ol via a labeling λ : {e1 , . . . , ek } → {o1 , . . . , ol }
and e1 . . . ek satisfies Θ w.r.t. λ.
Example 4. Consider the interaction structure of the previous example where now the
occurrence specification types are
a

: SND(A, B, ring) ,

b

: RCV (A, B, ring) ,

c

: SND(A, B, ring) ,

d

: RCV (A, B, ring) ;

and where we replace the timing constraint true by b − a ≤ 1. Then the trace
of events SND (A, B, ring), 0.2 RCV (A, B, ring), 1.3 satisfies this interaction structure, since it conforms to the sequence of occurrence specification c d via the labeling λ( SND (A, B, ring), 0.2 ) = c and λ( RCV (A, B, ring), 0.2 ) = d ; it satisfies the timing constraint b − a ≤ 1 trivially, since neither a nor b are part of
c d . Also, the longer trace SND (A, B, ring), 0.2 RCV (A, B, ring), 0.9 SND(A, B,
ring), 1.1 RCV (A, B, ring), 2.4 conforms to the sequence of occurrence specifications a b c d and satisfies the timing constraint b − a ≤ 1.
4.2 Deriving an Interaction Structure
We now define a function S− Σ that yields an interaction structure (O , R, X , Θ) for
an interaction fragment given a context Σ = {sd(name 1 , T1 ), . . . , sd(name k , Tk )} of
interactions, where the names name i are pairwise different. In the definition, we proceed recursively by the structure of our abstract syntax of UML 2 interaction fragments,
where we always assume that the identifiers of occurrence specifications are globally
unique. We write Min(O , ) and Max(O , ) for the set of minimal and maximal elements of a partial order (O , ).
Basic Interactions. For a basic interaction B = (O , →), the occurrence specifications
O make up the occurrence specifications component of the resulting interaction structure, and the ordering relation → ⊆ O × O yields the ordering constraints:
S(O , →) Σ = (O , →, ∅, true) .
Note that for any interaction structure, we only need to record the skeleton of the partial
ordering resulting from the order component which, in general, may reduce the number
of pairs to be stored considerably.
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Combined Fragments. We give the definitions for strict, seq, par, alt, break, and ref,
abbreviating STi  Σ by (Oi , Ri , Xi , Θi ):
A strict composition strict(T1 , T2 ) of two timed fragments T1 and T2 requires that
T1 has to have completely finished before T2 starts. For Sstrict(T1 , T2 ) Σ we therefore not only take the union (resp. conjunction) of all the components of the interaction
structures for T1 and T2 , but also add the constraint that any occurrence specification
from ST1  Σ has to occur before any occurrence specification from ST2  Σ:
Sstrict(T1 , T2 ) Σ = (O1 ∪ O2 ,
R1 ∪ R2 ∪ {o1 → o2 | o1 ∈ O1 , o2 ∈ O2 },
X1 ∪ X2 , Θ1 ∧ Θ2 ) .
Example 5. Consider the following UML 2 interaction diagram:
A

B
ring

strict

a

b

bang
c

d

The two inner fragments have the interaction structure
({
({

a
c

: SND(A, B, ring), b : RCV (A, B, ring)}, { a → b }, ∅, true) ,
: SND(A, B, bang), d : RCV (A, B, bang)}, { c → d }, ∅, true) .

Combining these strictly adds
interaction structure is
({ a , b , c , d },
{a → b, a →

c

,

a

a

→

d

→

c

,

a

,

→

c

b

→

,

b

,

d

→

d

b

→

,

c

c

→

, and

d

b

→

d

, thus the

}, ∅, true) ,

where we have omitted the types of the occurrence specifications; taking the skeleton
of the partial order specified in the order component, this can be expressed equivalently
by
({ a ,

b

,

c

,

d

}, {

a

→

b

,

b

→

c

,

c

→

d

}, ∅, true) .

A weak sequential composition seq(T1 , T2 ) of two timed fragments T1 and T2 only
requires that T1 has to have finished before T2 lifeline-wise, i.e., all occurrence specifications of T1 on some lifeline have to happen before all occurrence specifications of
T2 on the same lifeline. Let us write o1 <
> o2 when o1 and o2 are active for the same
lifeline where a SND(s, r , m) is active for the sender s, and a RCV (s, r , m) is active for
the receiver r :
Sseq(T1 , T2 ) Σ = (O1 ∪ O2 ,
> o2 },
R1 ∪ R2 ∪ {o1 → o2 | o1 ∈ O1 , o2 ∈ O2 , o1 <
X1 ∪ X2 , Θ1 ∧ Θ2 ) .
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Example 6. Consider the UML 2 interaction diagram of the previous example but with
strict replaced by seq. The two inner fragments have the same interaction structure as
before, but the ordering constraints added now are only a → c and b → d .
A parallel fragment par(T1 , T2 ) allows for an arbitrary interleaving of the occurrence
specifications in T1 and T2 , as long as the constraints for T1 and T2 are satisfied separately; therefore we take the union resp. conjunction of all components of the respective
interaction structures:
Spar(T1 , T2 ) Σ = (O1 ∪ O2 , R1 ∪ R2 , X1 ∪ X2 , Θ1 ∧ Θ2 ) .
An alternative fragment alt(T1 , T2 ) represents a choice of either T1 or T2 . Here,
we express the two possibilities by making the occurrence specifications of T1 and T2
mutually exclusive:
Salt(T1 , T2 ) Σ = (O1 ∪ O2 , R1 ∪ R2 ,
X1 ∪ X2 ∪ {o1  o2 | o1 ∈ O1 , o2 ∈ O2 } ∪
{o2  o1 | o1 ∈ O1 , o2 ∈ O2 },
Θ1 ∧ Θ2 ) .
An example for alt has been given in Ex. 2. However, the representation of the inhibition
constraints X = { a  c , a  d , b  c , b  d , c  a , d  a , c 
b , d  b } given there can be reduced to { a  c , a  d , c  a , d  a }
using the ordering constraints R = { a → b , c → d }.
A break fragment break(T1 , T2 ) says that T1 may be aborted at any time during
its execution, and T2 is performed on abortion. (Note that the UML 2 specification introduces break as a unary interaction operator showing only one interaction fragment
as operand; it aborts its enclosing interaction fragment. We prefer to make break binary in order to clarify the two operands.) The translation of break is thus similar to the
translation of alt; however, we only require that after T2 has started, no occurrence specification of T1 is allowed any more, and if T1 has finished, no occurrence specification
from T2 is allowed:
Sbreak(T1 , T2 ) Σ = (O1 ∪ O2 , R1 ∪ R2 ,
X1 ∪ X2 ∪ {o2  o1 | o1 ∈ O1 , o2 ∈ O2 } ∪
{o1  o2 | o1 ∈ Max(O1 , R1 ), o2 ∈ O2 },
Θ1 ∧ Θ2 ) .
Example 7. Consider the following UML 2 interaction diagram:
A

B
ring

break

a

b

bang
c

d
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The resulting inhibition constraints are { c  a , c  b , d  a , d  b , b 
c , b  d }. This is similar to Ex. 3, but { b  c , b  d } is added. The resulting
allowed sequences of occurrence specifications are a b , a c d , and c d .
Finally, a reference fragment ref(name) amounts to yielding the interaction structure
of the interaction fragment T from sd(name, T ) ∈ Σ; in order keep all identifiers of
occurrence specifications unique, we use a renaming ρ with ρ(o) = name.o (where
name.o is assumed to be fresh), which we write in postfix notation:
Sref(name) Σ = (O ρ, Rρ, X ρ, Θρ) if sd(name, T ) ∈ Σ and
ST  Σ = (O , R, X , Θ) .
Timing Constraints. For a timed fragment tmconstr(T , Γ ), we first reduce each duration
constraint   d in Γ to an expanded form resulting in a timing constraint Θ, characterizing the duration of the interaction fragment T in terms of its occurrence specifications.
Then we add this expanded Θ conjunctively to the timing constraints of the interaction
structure ST  Σ:
Stmconstr(T , Γ ) Σ = (O (ST  Σ), R(ST  Σ), X (ST  Σ), Θ(ST  Σ)∧ Θ) .
The expansion of an   d uses the partial order (O , ) = (O (ST  Σ), R(ST  Σ) )
and has to distinguish between the two cases whether  ∈ {<, ≤} and  ∈ {≥, >}.
In the case of an upper bound where  ∈ {<, ≤}, the expansion is the conjunction
of upper bounds between the minimal and the maximal occurrence specifications of T ;
i.e., all occurrence specifications must happen within time bound d :

{o2 − o1  d | o2 ∈ Max(O , ), o1 ∈ Min(O , )} .
In the case of a lower bound where  ∈ {≥, >}, the expansion is the disjunction of
lower bound between the minimal and the maximal occurrence specifications of T ; i.e.,
the difference in time between some occurrence specifications must be at least d :

{o2 − o1  d | o2 ∈ Max(O , ), o1 ∈ Min(O , )} .
Example 8. Consider the following UML 2 interaction diagram:
A

B
ring

par

a

b

≥2

bang
c

d

The duration of the par-fragment shall be at least 2. The minimal elements of the overall
interaction structure are { a , c }, the maximal elements { b , d }. The expansion of
 ≥ 2 therefore is
(b −

a

≥ 2) ∨ ( b −

c

≥ 2) ∨ ( d −

a

≥ 2) ∨ ( d −

c

≥ 2) .
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5 Validation
We validate our approach by a prototypical implementation with a large number of test
cases, and an extended example, where we check whether given traces comply with an
interaction without computing all the traces of the interaction first. The transformation
of interactions into interaction structures is straightforward and directly follows the definitions given in Sect. 4 above. Algorithm 1 shows how trace prefixes of arbitrary length
can be checked for conformance against a given interaction structure. The successor
function simply takes an ordering or time constraint and extracts the event occurrence
with a higher time-stamp. The choose-operation is necessary since it is possible that concurrent fragments start with event occurrences with the same signature, as our example
shows. In this situation, all alternative paths have to be explored; using Prolog’s built
in backtracking features allows straightforward handling of this situation. While one
can construct abnormal cases where this is indeed occurring, leading to deterioration of
performance, it may be argued that this is a modeling mistake, so that most practical
scenarios will not suffer from this drawback. Without it, the computational effort of this
algorithm is linear in the size of the interaction and the trace.

Algorithm 1. Check whether a trace conforms to an interaction structure
Input: an interaction structure IS and a trace of events e1 . . . ek
for i = 1..k do
// Compute unconstrained (i.e., enabled) occurrence specifications
Ui ← O(IS );
for c ∈ R(IS ) ∪ constraints(Θ(IS )) do
Ui ← Ui \ successor (c);
// Choose enabled, conforming occurrence specification, if possible
Oi ← {o ∈ Ui | ei conforms to o};
if Oi = ∅ then
abort “trace does not conform”;
else
oi ← choose Oi ;
// Propagate choice removing irrelevant occurrence specifications and constraints
Xi ← conflicting(oi , X );
IS ← remove occurrence specifications {oi } ∪ Xi from IS ;
IS ← remove constraints related to {oi } ∪ Xi from IS ;
IS ← simplify Θ(IS ) with time-stamp t(ei ) for oi ;
// Check all timing constraints
evaluate Θ(IS );

We have also implemented the symbolic representation and the above algorithm to
demonstrate its feasibility. We used SWI-Prolog [15] for this purpose to be able to align
the implementation closely with the definitions of this paper. The implementation consists of 5 modules with less than 800 lines of code/1000 clauses, plus a few generic auxiliary libraries. The implementation allows to check interactions for well-formedness,
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transform them into timed event structures, expand them to trace sets, and, of course,
check traces against interaction structures. Another set of modules (approx. 300 lines of
code) defines approx. 100 test cases and run-time measurement scaffold. We have used
this implementation to analyze the sample interaction shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. We
have defined ten examples and counter-examples of valid traces manually, and checked
them for compliance against the interaction, validating that our implementation does
indeed truthfully implement our approach. The smallest of these samples for Client(1)Server is shown in Fig. 3 (bottom, left).
In order to validate the scalability of our approach, we created a loop wrapping a
simple elementary interaction (see Fig. 4, top), and checked it against traces of increasing length. In Fig. 4, bottom, we show the length of traces as the x-axis (corresponds to
the number of occurrence specifications in the interaction structure), the number of constraints arising from it (y-axis, grey bar chart/graph), and the time used for converting
an interaction to an interaction structure (y-axis, red graph). The time to check a trace
against an interaction structure was too small to be measured. All measurements are the
average of ten runs, to cancel out delays due to garbage collection and similar issues.
All measurements were taken on an outdated sub-notebook computer (Intel Core Duo,
1.2GHz, 2GB RAM).
SD System

SD Client(x)-Server
Clientx

par
ref

Client(1)-Server

ref

Client(2)-Server

seq

Bus

Server

register

par
ok
register

<snd(Client1,
<rcv(Client1,
<snd(Bus,
<rcv(Bus,
<snd(Bus,
<rcv(Bus,
<snd(Server,
<rcv(Server,
<snd(Bus,
<rcv(Bus,
<snd(Client1,
<rcv(Client1,
<snd(Bus,
<rcv(Bus,
<snd(Server,
<rcv(Server,
<snd(Bus,
<rcv(Bus,

Bus,
Bus,
Client1,
Client1,
Server,
Server,
Bus,
Bus,
Client1,
Client1,
Bus,
Bus,
Server,
Server,
Bus,
Bus,
Client1,
Client1,

register),
register),
ok
),
ok
),
register),
register),
accept ),
accept ),
accept ),
accept ),
request ),
request ),
request ),
request ),
reply
),
reply
),
reply
),
reply
),

0.000>
0.002>
0.013>
0.015>
0.019>
0.023>
0.029>
0.033>
0.054>
0.056>
0.081>
0.083>
0.087>
0.090>
0.103>
0.107>
0.112>
0.115>

accept

accept

loop
ref

Type-1-Request

Fig. 3. An extended example for validating our approach and implementation. Observe, that the
interaction shown in Fig. 1 is re-used.

The measurements clearly show that, with increasing length of loop unrolling and
trace length, the number of constraints increases linearly, while the conversion times
increase polynomially. Recall, that this translation occurs only once, at model compile time; afterwards, all checks are executed in constant time. Even when including the
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client

bus

loop(k)
register
a

ok

d

b

KĐĐƵƌƌĞŶĐĞ^ƉĞĐŝĮĐĂƟŽŶƐ

Traces

a : snd(client, bus, register)
b : rcv(client, bus, register)
c : snd(bus, client, ok)
d : rcv(bus, client, ok)

k=1: a1.b1.c1.d1
k=2: a1.b1.c1.d1.a2.b2.c2.d2
k=3: a1.b1.c1.d1.a2.b2.c2.d2.a3.b3.c3.d3
...
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Fig. 4. Measuring the scalability of the implementation: transforming interactions into interaction structures takes linear space and polynomial time. “Constraints” include ordering, timing
constraints, and conflicts.

translation time, a naive implementation on weak hardware results in acceptable runtimes: checking a (timed) trace against an interaction takes less than a second for traces
of up to 100 events, and about half a minute for traces of around 500 events.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
With interaction structures, we have presented a compact and versatile format for representing the positive trace sets of a UML 2 interaction. Based on asymmetric event structures, interaction structures provide flexible means for specifying alternative scenarios.
The format is declarative rather than operational; it relies on constraints for expressing
orderings and exclusions and includes timing constraints for expressing real-time requirements in interactions. We have also described a prototypical implementation for
translating a UML 2 interaction into an interaction structure and checking the conformance of a trace with the interaction structure.
The approach presented in this paper is the first to cover time for UML 2 interactions in an efficient way, including the major interaction operators. This is essential for
practical tool support, which we demonstrate with a proof-of-concept implementation.
Previous approaches either suffered from exponential blow-up of the representations, or
considered only a much smaller language fragment.
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One of the open issues is the inclusion of interaction fragments with empty traces,
like opt. This would require a small extension of the notion of interaction structures
with “virtual” occurrence specifications that indicate the beginning and ending of an
interaction fragment and which can be interpreted as “silent actions” [8], though we
would like to minimize their number. A proper integration of the notorious negative
behavior specification operators neg and assert is more challenging, where, e.g., modal
sequence diagrams may be an interesting approach [6]. We would also like to investigate
the use of our algorithm for checking the conformance of a trace to an interaction for
run-time verification.
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